PREMIUM ANTI-FATIGUE MATS





Unmatched Comfort, Support, and Durability
¾" SmartTech™ Polyurethane Technology
Gradual Edges Will Never Curl
Custom Branding Available

The Supreme anti-fatigue mat is the ultimate in
comfort and durability. This premium performance
mat is designed to create a healthy barrier
between you and the floor. It makes standing more
comfortable by reducing back, neck, leg and foot
fatigue associated with long-term standing.






Non-Slip Top and Bottom Surfaces
Will Not Separate, Bubble, or Delaminate
10-Year Manufacturer's Warranty
Proudly Made in the USA
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In addition to providing ultimate comfort and durability, the
Supreme Dual anti-fatigue mat offers additional grip support
for especially slippery floors in smaller areas. Featuring the
same benefits as the original Supreme, the extra grip secures
the mat in place resisting dangerous mat travel.
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The Supreme Pro anti-fatigue mat is the ultimate in comfort
and durability. This premium performance mat is designed to
create a healthy barrier between you and the floor. Featuring
all of the benefits of the original Supreme with the addition
of drainage slots, making it the best anti-fatigue mat for wet
working areas.
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Small enough to transport, but
large enough to do the job, the
MobilePro premium anti-fatigue
mat is equal parts comfort,
convenience and benefit to the
user and is perfect for standing
or kneeling. There is even a
carrying handle for portability!
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This workplace essential is a premium
anti-fatigue standing desk solution,
designed to displace and suspend your
weight, promoting better productivity
throughout your day. Engineered to
improve blood circulation, relieve fatigue,
and reduce aches and pains associated
with prolonged standing. This standing
desk mat is sized perfectly for most
standing desks or sit-stand workspaces.
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Over the years, we have been successfully addressing
the ergonomic concerns of many commercial industries.
Our Premium Standing Solutions are the mat of choice for
Homeland Security and TSA, and are widely advocated by
health care professionals. They are commonly used in the
hospitality, industrial, medical and health & spa industries,
as well as the home.
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